TIAGO MOLARINHO ANTUNES
PROPOSRTION AND METRIC SYSTEM IN THE PORTUGUESE BUILDING TRADITION
I live at Lisbon in Portugal, my name is Tiago Molarinho Antunes and I have a deep interest in the diversity
of materials that create the quality of function in the building’s spatiality, particularity in the interior on heritage-built architecture. My academic curriculum shows same of my eclectic understandings in the different
aspects of design, building styles or methods that architecture profits, from the is initial concept to the lines
of is on life.
The actual PhD research on Proportion and Metric Systems in the Portuguese building Tradition on Manor
Houses in Lisbon (1640-1755) began in my Degree in Interior Design, but in some way, all my academic
interests and projects where I’ve worked as a scholar, enriched the present research. The principal objective
of the PhD is to create knowledge on the study of the metric systems used in the design and construction
of heritage buildings between the17th and 18th centuries. To analyze the principles of geometry, in the regularity, order and proportion, contained in the building’s morphometric composition, we expect to answer
the question: What is the function of proportion in the function on architecture?1
By analyzing this evolution in the architectural structure, we’ll have a reflected model of the architectural
primitive design, and therefore, useful for the comprehension on the history of construction in architecture. It is our intention that this knowledge may provide a balance in the design and construction for new
interventions, as well as is safeguard and conservation, integrated into the architectural built heritage. The
principal goal of this research is to understand the relations of proportions between different scales in the
interior architecture and create a new harmonic structure for future architecture spatiality.
The methodology chosen for this analysis, takes the buildings surveying are the main source of knowledge.
The secondary sources of this analysis are four manuscripts transcribed in this research. Documents of architecture probably copies done in the 18th century, but very important to understand what kind of architectural knowledge would have an architect or a master mason to build a Manor house in Lisbon at that time.
The documents whose dates are between 1579 and 1661 are a legacy of Portuguese architects.
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1 With special thanks to Professor Eduard Fürh, Professor Margitta Buchert, Professor Arnaud Hendrickx, and Professor Donatella Fioretti
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